
AI  Recording Pen

C201



High sound pickup  

Dual - MIC full - range hd pickup                                                             

360°
全方位拾音

DMIC
High signal-to-noise ratio, 

high sensitivity, high 

consistency 

Dual Array MIC
The core noise reduction 

algorithm is customized to 

achieve sound source 

positioning, reverb removal, 

blind source separation and 

other sound pickup effects
AGC



Transcription of record sound

The recording can be transferred to text in real time, and the 

recording and text are saved synchronously to the APP.

ASR

97%
High 

accurancy



Simultaneous interpretation:

Simultaneous interpretation, multiple sharing                              
It supports mutual translation of 112 languages. Other personnel can use mobile 

phone to scan qr code to receive simultaneous transmission content in real time. 

112 
Languages 

200 +
Countries

Two-way translation

Are covered

       

     

     

﹡The number of languages continues to increase



Recording sharing

Fast draft, one key to share with other people                              
Transcribe while recording, the end of the recording can quickly form a script, user 

can also quickly share the recording and transcribe to other platforms.

2
Hours 

recording

5
Minutes to 

form a script
邮件            复制到相册        复制文本       分享音频

微信好友        微信朋友圈           微博              QQ



Cloud storage

Enterprise-level data encryption technology, cloud storage more 

secure      Recording data is automatically backed up to the cloud. Mobile 

phones and computers can synchronize recording data in the cloud

enterprise-level  data 

encryption                              
Protecting data security

16GB/32GB
Local storage

Infinite 
Cloud storage



Product design

Small and chic, one - piece back 

clip design, light and portable

 Easy to carry it in your pocket , your book , your bag

11mm



Application Scenarios

Presentation Business Meeting

CreationEducation Interview



Product Parameters

11mm22mm

60
m

m

     Product model            C201

         MIC                 DMIC, Dual Array MIC

    Memory              16G/32G（Optional） 

   Battery Capacity            250mAh

Rechargeable battery          3.7V

  Charging voltage           5V=1A

       Product size           60*22*11mm

    Connection         Dual mode bluetooth，BLE5.0

System（Mobile）  Above andriod 5.0/Above IOS9.0

System（Computer）  Windows XP/VISTA/Windows S7



Hotline：400-830-9418   WEB：www.dosmono.com

THANK YOU


